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Welcome!! Welcome!!
Kevin Burke is considered one of the nest living Irish ddlers. Born in
London to Irish parents from Sligo, Kevin has spent time with the
legendary Christy Moore, The Bothy Band, Arlo Guthrie and a host of
others. This album has Kevin returning the County Sligo of his parents
and playing with many friends who are also internationally known
musicians and just happen to live in the Sligo area. This new album is
truly Sligo Made.
Bob Dylan is known as a songwriter who rarely co-writes. But he has
with Sam Shepard, Robert Hunter and even Gene Simmons (say
what?!) and also with Jude Johnstone who is oftimes know as “a
songwriter’s songwriter”. Johnstone’s songs have been recorded by
Trisha Yearwood, Johnny Cash, Stevie Nicks, Bonnie Raitt and
others whose names you do indeed know. Her new album is called
Living Room because that’s where it was recorded. Great songs with
some stellar guests along for the ride. This is one not to miss.
Terry Robb has been making blues records in Portland for more than
35 years. His music has taken him around the world. He received the
Muddy Award for Best Acoustic Guitar by the Cascade Blues
Association for 19 consecutive years, from inception of the award
category in 1992 until it was renamed in his honor in 2011. His newest,
Confessin’ My Dues, has a baker’s dozen acoustic blues tunes that
sound like they coulda been unearthed 80 or 90 years ago….it’s that
good!

On the Children’s side of things, Oran Etkin is a jazz clarinetist who
incorporates music of Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa into
his recordings. Finding Friends Far From Home: A Journey With Clara
Net is a family album incorporating these and other sounds on his
journey with Clara Net (clarinet). Also Josh Lovelace’s Growing Up is
now available on vinyl. And we reintroduce a deleted tiotle by Caspar
Babypants that was too good to say goodbye to---Welcome Back Away
We Go!
And we should warn everybody, this new live album from The
Beaumonts, This Is Austin, is probably going to upset someone. We
understand there might be some cussin’ on it. There are songs about
Hell-raisin’, drinkin’ and probably some other nastiness involved with
these Texas no accounts. Maybe they shoulda been arrested instead of
being allowed to release this platter. Get it now while it is still legal to.
It’s been a few years since there was a Toiling Midgets album. With a
lineup that has included almost 20 members since their start 40 (!)
years ago, this band has always drawn members from The San
Francisco and Seattle underground/noise/punk scenes. Along the way,
there have been a few time outs as well as a few members who have
passed on but they continue. Sea of Tranquility is new. There is a
tour. There will be another tour. The future lies ahead!
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AMERICANA
Jude Johnstone, Living Room
Jude Johnstone has gone a step further toward intimacy on her new and eight album for independent
label BoJak Records. She and engineer/producer Michael Hanson recorded the album with no isolation,
no frills, in her house in East Nashville, Tennessee. The result is a spare and achingly honest set of ten
songs aptly entitled Living Room. Jude has received numerous awards with her profound, emotional and
heartfelt songs over a stellar career spanning 40 years. A testament to her talent is the artists who have
covered her songs including Johnny Cash, Stevie Nicks, Bette Midler, Emmylou Harris, Trisha
Yearwood, Bonnier Raitt and Mary Black. With Living Room, Jude delivers songs consistent with her
reputation of artistic truth; while o ering several songs from a male perspective with vocals provided by
artists Ben Glover, Hunter Nelson, Brandon Jesse and Tim Hockenberry. This collection continues the
legacy of Jude Johnstone as being one of her generation’s nest songwriters.

CD
CAT: BJR 1271950-1
LABEL: BoJak Records
UPC: 614511862820
PRICE: $9.90

BLUES
Terry Robb, Confessin' My Dues
Terry Robb is hailed as a blues guitar virtuoso and one of the nest acoustic guitarists on the
international scene. Incorporating elements from Delta blues, ragtime, country, swing and jazz,
Portlander Robb has built a unique blues sound that has made him a legend in his proli c music career
spanning four decades.
"Simply breathtaking perfection...the matter is clear. Terry Robb is one of our nest acoustic guitarists
today. He's not just technically sublime; he plays with unrestrained passion you will feel deep down
inside." Living Blues

CD
CAT: NIA 1901
LABEL: Nia Sounds
UPC: 859730725024
PRICE: $10.90

"Robb demonstrates blues' expansiveness and his own versatility, not on a travelogue of covers, but an
album of originals. And it's di cult to think of anyone who could pull that o as well.” Vintage Guitar
NOTE: This title has a Street Date of September 13th.

CHILDRENS
Caspar Babypants, AWAY WE GO!

AWAY WE GO! is the 11th album from Caspar Babypants (aka Chris Ballew from the Seattle rock and roll
band The Presidents of the United States of America) and is full of super fun sing along good time
music for the whole family to enjoy together. As with all the Caspar Babypants albums the energy on the
album goes from upbeat and fun at the beginning to sleepy and mellow at the end. The hope is that the
music will help engage and then relax your kids and you so that you can recharge yourselves. AWAY WE
GO! is ready to take you on a bouncy musical trip and then drop you o in a relaxing place when you are
through. Simple acoustic instruments and thoughtful arrangements will engage the kids and the parents
alike so clear space for a dance oor and enjoy!

CD
CAT: 0011
LABEL: Aurora Elephant Music
UPC: 614511836029
PRICE: $8.15

NOTE: This title was released in 2015 and subsequently deleted earlier this year. The label has
decided to reactivate it with additional stock available now.

Oran Etkin, Finding Friends Far From Home: A Journey With Clara
Recorded and lmed on location in Zimbabwe, China, Czech Republic and Turkey with masters of each
country’s traditional music, Finding Friends Far From Home is a playful tale, told musically through the
eyes of the instruments themselves! Voted #1 Rising Star Clarinetist in Downbeat Magazine's Critic's Poll,
Oran Etkin is regularly invited to perform at major international festivals and venues. With this
ambitious audio-visual project, he has reimagined how touring can become part of the creative process:
taking time o between shows to live with traditional mbira masters in Zimbabwe, building collaborative
projects with Roma (Gypsy) musicians in Czech Republic and gathering the fruits of these and other
collaborations into a family-friendly album. Join Etkin and his friend Clara Net (his clarinet) on this musical
journey of openness and friendship that will get you dancing, singing and clapping along to great music
from around the world.
NOTE: This title has a Street Date of August 30th.
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CD
CAT: TIM01
LABEL: Timbalooloo
UPC: 614511859523
PRICE: $8.15
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CHILDRENS
Josh Lovelace, 'Growing Up' LP

The LP component of Growing Up, the second family album from Josh Lovelace, member of the Grammy
nominated rock band NEEDTOBREATHE, pulls back the curtain and digs deep into beautiful and
complicated elements of childhood and family life. Warm hearted songwriting and rich Americana result
in a perfect musical companion for today’s families.

Vinyl
CAT: SR5907
LABEL: Stonycroft Records
UPC: 614511862424
PRICE: $12.90

COUNTRY
The Beaumonts, 'This Is Austin (Recorded Live at The White Horse)' LP
Country Music (?) from Lubbock--- ve guys with more-than-abundant facial hair and cowboy hats---songs
you cain’t repeat in mixed company---a live album that captures a quintet that oughta be captured---they
probably had to get a release from their parole o ce to journey to Austin to record the dang thing….but
Stop! Wait A Minute---these guys can indeed wrangle their instruments…and they know how to write
songs…they do a pretty darn good job of playing music that would’ve t into 1954 if those kinda words
were allowed on the radio back then. Get Ready…The Beaumonts…This is Austin…on a slab of wax for
your aural enjoyment.

LP
CAT: SEX1901
LABEL: Saustex Records
UPC: 614511857222
PRICE: $12.90

ROCK/POP
Them Hills, 'Rad Disguise' LP

Rad Disguise is the third record from Nevada City's Them Hills, made up of Dan Elkan (Broken Bells,
Hella, Kim Deal) and Thaddeus Stoenner. Inspired by spending the better part of a year as a touring
member of Broken Bells playing live with James Mercer (The Shins) and Danger Mouse, singer /
songwriter Dan Elkan went into a practice space with Thaddeus Stoenner to capture ideas. They penned
an unforgettable album full of sincerity and lo- textures - moody and catchy with beautifully fuzzy guitar
ri s, unique drum machine beats and dreamy vocals.

Vinyl
CAT: DWD009
LABEL: Dowd Records
UPC: 193483767628
PRICE: $12.90

NOTE: This title was originally listed for release on July 12th...circumstances delayed it until
September 20th Street Date.

Toiling Midgets, 'Sea of Tranquility' LP

Toiling Midgets have a new LP, Sea of Tranquility, a record re ective of much of their experimental,
psych/prog/jazz/punk/post-punk/noise rock work over their 40-year history. It is largely the work of
group members Craig Gray and Paul Hood. It includes new material developed using vocal outtakes from
the late Ricky Williams plus music recorded for this project with singer/bass player Simon Bell. The
Toiling Midgets were born in 1980 from the ashes one of San Francisco's rst punk bands, Negative
Trend. Never an entirely vocal or instrumental group, their roughly 50/50 blend of vocals and
instrumentals is hauntingly beautiful at times and at others soaring and almost anthemic. Craig and
Paul's, the remaining original members, guitars circle and intertwine one another throughout the Sea of
Tranquility challenging each other to take that next step. This new record stands proudly with the other
16 or so EPs/albums that they have released.
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Vinyl
CAT: GM1058
LABEL: Green Monkey Records
UPC: 718483105814
PRICE: $12.90
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WORLD
Kevin Burke, Sligo Made

Sligo Made was recorded in County Sligo in the west of Ireland, an area steeped in traditional music.
Kevin Burke, a son of Sligo parents and life-long a cionado of Sligo music, asked some of his friends, all
internationally acclaimed players and all residents of the Sligo area, to join with him in making this CD:
Michael Holmes and Brian McDonagh from the renowned Irish band, Dervish; Steve Wickham of the
Waterboys; multi instrumentalists Seamie O’Dowd and John Carty; piper Leonard Barry and bodhran
player John Joe Kelly. The resulting performances are a glorious portrayal of the joy, intimacy and
informality of traditional music at its best - a welcome addition to Sligo’s long musical history, Sligo Made.

CD
CAT: LM010
LABEL: Loftus Music
UPC: 678277271869
PRICE: $10.40

ARTIST

TITLE

CAT

TYPE

LIST

UPC

LABEL

GENRE

Johnstone, Jude

Living Room

BJR 1271950-1

CD

$9.90

614511862820

BoJak Records

AMERICANA

Robb, Terry

Confessin' My Dues

NIA 1901

CD

$10.90

859730725024

Nia Sounds

BLUES

Caspar Babypants

AWAY WE GO!

0011

CD

$8.15

614511836029

Aurora Elephant Music

CHILDRENS

Etkin, Oran

Finding Friends Far From Home: A Journey With Clara

TIM01

CD

$8.15

614511859523

Timbalooloo

CHILDRENS

Lovelace, Josh

'Growing Up' LP

SR5907

Vinyl

$12.90

614511862424

Stonycroft Records

CHILDRENS

Beaumonts, The

'This Is Austin (Recorded Live at The White Horse)' LP

SEX1901

LP

$12.90

614511857222

Saustex Records

COUNTRY

Them Hills

'Rad Disguise' LP

DWD009

Vinyl

$12.90

193483767628

Dowd Records

ROCK/POP

Toiling Midgets

'Sea of Tranquility' LP

GM1058

Vinyl

$12.90

718483105814

Green Monkey Records

ROCK/POP

Burke, Kevin

Sligo Made

LM010

CD

$10.40

678277271869

Loftus Music

WORLD
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DATE
BACK ORDER CANCEL DATE
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Caspar Babypants , FLYING HIGH!
LABEL: Aurora Elephant Music

QTY
CAT: AE0019

UPC: 614511857123

PRICE: $8.15

CAT: Korda 020

UPC: 614511858724

PRICE: $8.15

CAT: SR5907

UPC: 614511858229

PRICE: $6.65

CAT: HD01

UPC: 614511856928

PRICE: $8.15

CAT: RR0811

UPC: 820360192425

PRICE: $9.90

CAT: SM01

UPC: 767311696062

PRICE: $8.15

CAT: RRTBR201801

UPC: 614511856621

PRICE: $8.15

CAT: RSM 1025

UPC: 015882075374

PRICE: $9.90

FLYING HIGH! is the latest album from Caspar Babypants (the alter-ego of Chris Ballew, the twice Grammy
nominated songwriter and lead singer for the Seattle rock and roll band The Presidents of the United States of
America) and is full of super fun sing along good time music for the whole family to enjoy together.

The Ocean Blue , 'Kings and Queens / Knaves and Thieves'
LABEL: Korda Records

The Ocean Blue release their rst new album in over 6 years - Kings and Queens / Knaves and Thieves on Korda
Records. After a busy decade, the band left the majors in the late 1990s and continued with independent releases
over the next decade returning with another signature album. CD and LP

Josh Lovelace , Growing Up
LABEL: Stonycroft Records

Growing Up, the second family album from Josh Lovelace, member of the Grammy nominated rock band
NEEDTOBREATHE, pulls back the curtain and digs deep into beautiful and complicated elements of childhood and
family life. Warm hearted songwriting and rich Americana result in a perfect musical companion for today’s families.

Howie D , Which One Am I?
LABEL: HowieDoItMusic

Backstreet Boy Howie D presents his debut family album, WHICH ONE AM I?, a collection of songs that o er
musical re ections of his own childhood, as young Howie D overcomes his insecurities to discover his true self. “The
goal is to remind people that no matter what they’re going through, they can emerge victorious,” says Howie D. “

The Doughboys , Running For Covers
LABEL: Ram Records

The Doughboys’ 6th studio album is Running For Covers, from the band whose career spans pretty much all the
decades rock’n’roll has been in existence. Returning to their roots, harkening back to their days as one of the most
popular bands in central Jersey in the mid 60’s, they dig deep to uncover some gems.

Cowboy Andy and The Salamanders , Put Your Arms in the Air!
LABEL: Salamanders Music

So much fun it will make you literally Put Your Arms in the Air! The latest release from the Parents’ Choice Gold
award winning band Cowboy Andy and The Salamanders, these 10 tracks are the perfect “all-ages” joy ride.

The Black Tones , Cobain & Cornbread
LABEL: Reptar Records

Cobain & Cornbread is the debut full-length record from Seattle twin duo, Eva and Cedric Walker. Together, they
form the band, The Black Tones. From “womb-mates” to studio mates, the Walker twins have produced an eclectic
mix of songs bound together by their unbreakable familial love and appreciation for energetic, resonant sounds.

Paul Avgerinos , DEVOTION
LABEL: Round Sky Music

In a departure from his trademark ambient sound, Grammy-winning artist Paul Avgerinos brings together yoga
music all-stars Krishna Das, Donna De Lory, Jai Uttal and Wah!, on this joyful, energetic, and spiritual album that
will make you want to dance!

Anna Tivel , The Question
LABEL: Flu

and Gravy Records

CAT: FnG058

UPC: 857674003802

PRICE: $7.65

CAT: RBR01

UPC: 888295800549

PRICE: $8.15

Anna Tivel's previous release, Small Believer, was heralded by NPR as an “album that repeatedly achieves this
exquisite balance of the quotidian and the sublime.” Her follow-up , The Question, was engineered by the esteemed
Brian Joseph (Bon Iver, Sufjan Stevens) and produced by multi-instrumentalist Shane Leonard. CD and LP

Kelly Hunt , Even the Sparrow
LABEL: Rare Bird Records

With the release of her stellar debut album Even the Sparrow on Rare Bird Records, Kansas City-based/Memphisborn Folk/Americana singer- songwriter banjo player Kelly Hunt announces herself as an elite songwriting talent,
compelling storyteller and organic, cinematic interweaver of traditional sensibilities and the human experience.
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